STATE CONSTITUTIONS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

A. E. Dick Howard*

In recent years, a number of states have adopted new or revised constitutions. Typically these contain conservation or other articles touching environmental values. In this Article Professor Howard reviews the elevation of environmental quality to constitutional stature by the states and, taking the new Virginia Constitution as an example, suggests the effect such constitutional language can have.

It is inherent in Americans' attitudes toward their constitutional system that when a sufficient number of them care deeply enough about a problem they seek to give it constitutional dimensions. Sometimes new rights or prohibitions take the form of a constitutional amendment, as when the proponents of prohibition succeeded in securing the adoption of the eighteenth amendment. Sometimes constitutional rights accrue through judicial interpretation; a classic example is the recognition given to marital rights of privacy in *Griswold v. Connecticut.*

It is not surprising, then, that environmentalists and conservationists now seek to gain constitutional recognition of a right to a decent environment. Since ecology and the environment have become potent political issues, environmentalists have discovered they have a fair meas-
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ure of political clout—the votes against the SST reflected in part this influence. Thus, if constitutional law, whether arising through amendment or judicial interpretation, is in any substantial measure a repository of national values, environmentalists have reason to hope that their concerns will come to be voiced in fundamental law.

A FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT?

In recent years, various proposals have been made for amendments to the Federal Constitution to guarantee the right to a healthful environment. Among these, perhaps best known is Senator Gaylord Nelson's terse proposal:

Every person has the inalienable right to a decent environment: The United States and every State shall guarantee this right.2

In terms that remind one of the endless arguments over "preferred rights," the "firstness" of the first amendment, and other relatives among the rights of the people, Senator Nelson introduced his amendment with the assertion, "If we have any right that is more important than any other right, it is the right to live in a clean and decent environment . . . ."3

Others, especially some observers in academic circles, have looked to the courts to develop from the existing language of the Federal Constitution a right to a decent environment. As one such writer has put it, "We merely need a ringing decision to ratify this existential fact of life."4 Lacking explicit language in the Constitution on which to rest such an environmental right, commentators have advanced various bases from which to infer the right, such as due process of law or the ninth amendment.5

But judicial decisions recognizing a federal constitutional underpinning for environmental rights are rare. At least one lower federal
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court has found that one's health, because necessary to sustain one's life, is protected by the due process clauses of the fifth and fourteenth amendments. However, since the defendant polluter in that case was a private company, the court found no "state action" and hence no application for the constitutional right.6

More characteristic of judicial responses to litigants' assertions of a federal constitutional protection for the environment is a decision of the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. In Ely v. Velde7 residents of an historic and architecturally important area of Louisa County, Virginia, sought to block the State from building a new penal facility in the immediate area. The court "declined the invitation to elevate to a constitutional level the concerns voiced by the appellants," and remarked that "[w]hile a growing number of commentators argue in support of a constitutional protection for the environment, this newly advanced constitutional doctrine has not yet been accorded judicial sanction; and appellants do not present a convincing case for doing so." In another characteristic response, a federal district court, when asked to apply the ninth amendment as the basis for environmental rights, ruled that any such application of the ninth amendment would have to be made, if at all, by the Supreme Court.8

The obstacles to judicial pronouncement of a right to a decent environment are obvious. Although the Supreme Court has many times shown its willingness to redefine the content of constitutional prescriptions, especially due process and equal protection, cases as openly innovative and activist as Griswold—the analogy which proponents of a federally guaranteed environmental right invariably develop—9—are rare. Moreover, when the Court has been activist in its interpretation of such provisions as the due process and equal protection clauses, it has commonly done so to protect unpopular or politically ineffective minorities, whether racial or otherwise.10 In contrast the surge of en-

7Ely v. Velde, F.2d (4th Cir. 1971). The court did rule in favor of the local residents' contention that the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. § 4332(1)(C), required the preparation of an environmental impact statement before a federal grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration could be used to help build the facility. This ruling reversed the district court's holding on the NEPA point, 321 F. Supp. 1088 (E.D. Va. 1971).
8United States v. 247.37 Acres of Land, 3 ENVIRON. REP. 1098, 1102 (S.D. Ohio 1971).
9See articles cited in notes 4 & 5 supra.
environmental legislation in recent years (even though more may be needed) is evidence of the ability of environmentalists and their friends to make their voices heard in the normal political processes.

STATE CONSTITUTIONS

So far, then, there has been little more than talk about a federal constitutional right to a decent environment. But there has been action on another constitutional front—that of state constitutions. After a period of roughly a quarter of a century (ending in 1945), during which no American state adopted a new constitution, the states began to take renewed interest in updating their organic laws. This interest reached floodtide during the 1960's; at a single point at the close of that decade, well over half of the states were engaged in some stage of official action (usually the deliberations of a study commission) looking toward revision of their constitutions.

State constitutional conventions, study commissions, and legislatures contemplating constitutional revision have had to consider the extent to which their state's constitution responds to modern problems, including the question of whether a revised constitution ought to enunciate rights which might not have been recognized in an earlier time. Although some have questioned whether, in light of the expanding application of Federal Bill of Rights guarantees to the states via the fourteenth amendment, there is any viable role for a state bill of rights, most commentators—and, one hopes, most people—have answered "yes." One reason is that, whatever the scope of federal guarantees, a state is free to give its citizens additional assurances and rights beyond those found in federal law. A prime example is the entitlement of a state to give, if it chooses, constitutional recognition to the goal of environmental quality.

A state constitution is not a code of laws. It should be confined to the fundamentals of government, leaving statutory detail to the statute books. Assuming that constitutional draftsmen follow this precept—

14 See Salient Issues of Constitutional Revision xi (J. Wheeler, Jr. ed. 1961);
and modern constitution-makers are increasingly likely to do just that—much constitutional revision activity is directed at excising unnecessary matter and making a constitution more concise and fundamental. In the face of this trend, therefore, it is all the more telling when constitution-makers add new subject matter, for this act suggests an underlying judgment that the newly treated area is of such a fundamental character that it merits constitutional treatment.

In a number of state constitutions, environmental quality has joined the list of "fundamentals." Most of this activity has coincided with the rise of popular interest in the environment. As a result, new or added attention to conservation and environmental quality is found in constitutions or amendments thereto adopted in recent years in Florida, Illinois, Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Virginia. By no means are all the state constitutional provisions bearing on conservation and the environment of recent origin. There are state constitutions, restating ancient rights with origins as early as Magna Carta, which provide that the people shall enjoy the rights of fishery or of free access to the shore. Navigation, too, has been a right of ancient origin which has received traditional protection in state constitutions. Some constitutions have long had provisions creating


17 E.g., Calif. Const., art. I, § 25 (providing that no land owned by the state shall ever be sold or transferred "without reserving in the people the absolute right to fish thereupon"); R.I. Const., art. I, § 17 (elevating to constitutional status the rights of fishery and privileges of the shore to which the people had been entitled at common law). See also Hawaii Const., art. X, § 3, making sea water fisheries "free to the public" but subject to the right of the state to regulate.

For a colonial recognition of the right of "free fishing" in the great ponds, bays, coves, and rivers, see the Massachusetts Body of Liberties (1641), in Colonial Laws of Massachusetts 37 (W. Whitmore ed. 1889).

18 Thus, article I, section 24 of the Alabama Constitution, which declares that all navigable waters shall remain "forever public highways, free to the citizens of the state and the United States, without tax, impost or toll," has been interpreted to prohibit grants of the shore or the beds. See Pollard v. Files, 3 Ala. 47 (1841), rev'd on other grounds, 43 U.S. (2 How.) 591 (1844). The "public highway" language of
special status for natural oyster beds. And there have been provisions such as the "forever wild" clause of New York's Constitution that derived their impetus from the conservation movement in the earlier part of this century. But it is with the popular fervor over environmental quality reaching a peak in the late 1960's and early 1970's that the environment in its broader sense (as opposed to fairly specific aspects of conservation or natural resources) has come into its own in state constitutions.

In recent years a broad range of environmental provisions have been proposed for or included in state constitutions. From these certain basic patterns emerge. The following provisions are characteristic.

Statement of Public Policy

The typical environmental article begins with a statement of public policy. New York's Constitution, for example, declares that the "policy of the state shall be to conserve and protect its natural resources and scenic beauty . . . ." As will be discussed below, such a statement of policy is more than rhetoric; it has a substantive effect on the state's laws.

Directive to Legislature to Enact Environmental Legislation

Virtually all of the recently adopted environmental provisions in state constitutions have language that directs the state legislature to enact some form of environmental legislation. Michigan's Constitution, for example, states that the legislature "shall provide for the protection of the air, water and other natural resources of the state from pollution, impairment and destruction." Illinois' new Constitution establishes environmental protection as public policy and declares that the General

article I, section 28 of the South Carolina Constitution was deemed to impose a "navigation trust" on navigable waters. See State v. Broad River Power Co., 177 S.C. 240, 181 S.E. 41 (1935). Similarly article IX of the Wisconsin Constitution has been interpreted to impose a navigation trust. See Krenz v. Nichols, 197 Wis. 394, 222 N.W. 300 (1928).


20 N.Y. Const., art. XIV, § 1. In 1918 the people of Massachusetts amended their constitution to recognize aesthetic values. Amendment 49 stated a broad conservation policy, and amendment 50 specifically provided that advertising, including that 'on private property within public view, could be regulated and restricted by law.

21 N.Y. Const., art. XIV, § 4.

22 See text at notes 63-68 infra.

Assembly "shall provide by law for the implementation and enforcement of this public policy."  

Such provisions make deliberate use of the mandatory "shall" rather than the permissive "may." They intend, in form at least, to impose an obligatory duty on the legislature. Rhode Island's Constitution, by virtue of a 1970 amendment, speaks expressly of a "duty" on the General Assembly: to provide for the conservation of the state's natural resources and to adopt all means "necessary and proper by law to protect the natural environment" through resource planning and regulation.  

The effect of such provisions is tempered by such commonly encountered statements as that found in Cooley's Constitutional Limitations:

Sometimes the constitution in terms requires the legislature to enact laws on a particular subject; and here it is obvious that the requirement has only moral force: the legislature ought to obey it; but the right intended to be given is only assured when the legislation is voluntarily enacted.

A court therefore is likely to hold that it is unable to issue a mandate compelling the legislative branch to act. This is not to say that a provision mandating legislative action has no effect at all. Even if a court believes itself unable to force the legislature to act, the court may be able to enforce the constitutional mandate by a negative remedy, such as striking down action actually taken which is in derogation of the constitutional duty. But, whatever their competence and authority in the matter, it is apparent that courts have no appetite to confront a legislature which has refused to carry out an affirmative duty imposed by a constitution.

Some constitutional provisions directing the legislature to act use qualifying language which a court might seize upon to declare itself competent to review the legislature's action or inaction. The constitutions of Florida and New York, for example, state that, in implementing
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24 Ill. Const., art. XI, § 1.
the stated environmental policy, the legislature shall make "adequate" provision for such ends as the abatement of air and water pollution. There is no reason in logic why a word such as "adequate" could not furnish at least a minimal standard for judicial review, as have words like "reasonable." But with or without qualifying language, a provision purporting to impose an affirmative duty on a legislature raises questions for a court markedly different from those raised by provisions that limit legislative power. There is good reason to suppose that, in practical effect, a statement that the legislature "shall" enact environmental legislation may be little more than a moral exhortation to the legislators.

**Directive to Legislature to Acquire Natural Resources**

New York's Constitution, by virtue of an amendment effective in 1970, directs the legislature to provide for the acquisition of lands and waters, as well as the dedication of properties already owned, which—because of their natural beauty; wilderness character; or geological, ecological, or historical significance—shall be preserved and administered for the use and enjoyment of the people. The effect of such a directive to the legislature is limited by the same problems of judicial reviewability and enforceability as discussed in the preceding section.

**Authority to Legislature to Act**

The Conservation article of Virginia's new constitution states that, in the furtherance of the public policy stated therein, the General Assembly "may" undertake the conservation, development, or utilization of natural resources, the acquisition and protection of historical sites and buildings, and the protection of the Commonwealth's atmosphere, lands, and waters from pollution, impairment, and destruction. A more limited provision of Missouri's Constitution, adopted in 1945, states that the Missouri legislature "may enact laws and make appropriations . . . to preserve places of historic or archaeological interest or scenic beauty. . . ."  
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29 FLA. Const., art. II, § 7; N. Y. Const., art. XIV, § 4.  
30 N.Y. Const., art. XIV, § 4.  
31 VA. Const., art. XI, § 2.  
32 Mo. Const., art. III, § 48. The same section goes on to say that "for such purposes private property or the use thereof may . . . be subjected to reasonable regulation or control."
Unlike the Federal Constitution, which empowers Congress to act, a state constitution is a limit on legislative power. A state legislature can act unless forbidden to act; it needs no affirmative grant of power to enact particular kinds of legislation. Thus, provisions stating that a legislature "may" act often do nothing more than state the legislative power which that body already had. The only substantive meaning that such a provision is likely to have is to free a legislature from some constitutional limitation or prohibition, or to operate as a limitation or prohibition on legislative power.

State constitutions, in imposing debt limitations on the state’s power to incur bonded debt (a common constitutional limitation on legislative power), often will make exceptions for such emergencies as repelling invasions or suppressing insurrections. Sometimes conservation purposes are excepted; Nevada’s constitution, for example, permits the legislature, notwithstanding the constitutional debt limitation, to authorize contracts for the protection and preservation of state property or of natural resources, or for obtaining benefits therefrom, as by projects undertaken in cooperation with the United States or with other states. Another example is the section of Virginia’s constitution which authorizes the Commonwealth to participate for any period of years in funding projects which are the subject of joint undertakings between Virginia and the United States or other states. This provision expressly exempts such undertakings from the requirement, otherwise applicable by virtue of another section of the constitution, that no appropriation may be made payable more than two years and six months after the end of the legislative session at which the appropriation is authorized.

Restraints on Disposition of Public Trust

New York’s constitution also prescribes that properties acquired or dedicated pursuant to the constitutional authorization “shall constitute the state nature and historical preserve and they shall not be taken or otherwise disposed of except by law enacted by two successive regular

---


84 Nev. Const., art. IX § 3.

sessions of the legislature. Such restraints on disposition of the public trust readily lend themselves to judicial enforcement, because, being restraints on legislative power, they are as susceptible of judicial application as any other constitutional prohibition. Moreover, enforcement is made all the easier where the restraint on legislative power spells out some explicit standard—in this case action by two successive regular sessions of the legislature.

Another variant of the environmental article, which like the New York provision invokes the idea of public trust, was added to the Pennsylvania Constitution in 1971. The article does not spell out specific procedural limitations, but states the public trust as follows: "Pennsylvania's public natural resources are the common property of all the people, including generations yet to come. As trustee of these resources, the Commonwealth shall conserve and maintain them for the benefit of all the people."

Environmental Rights in Individuals or in the People

The nearest counterparts in state constitutions to the federal constitutional amendment proposed by Senator Nelson are those which declare an environmental "right." Illinois' new constitution speaks in terms of an individual right: "Each person has the right to a healthful environment." Rhode Island's constitution declares a right more nearly public in character: that the people "shall be secure in their rights to the use and enjoyment of the natural resources of the state with due regard for the preservation of their values . . . ." In May 1971 the people of Pennsylvania ratified a constitutional amendment declaring, "The people have a right to clean air, pure water, and to the preservation of the natural, scenic, historic, and esthetic values of the environment."

Precisely what the existence of such a right implies is hard to say. Enunciating a public right, such as access to natural resources, may simply be another way of stating a public trust doctrine. The existence of a public right may, in particular, resolve any doubt about the standing of a citizen to sue to enjoin breaches of the public trust by state

36 N. Y. Const., art. XIV, § 4.
38 See text at note 2 supra.
40 R.I. Const., art. I, § 17.
agencies or officials. The implications of stating an individual right to a
decent environment are rather more speculative but could be more far-
reaching. Potentially a constitutional statement of such a right could
be the basis for an individual's right to go into court and challenge
virtually any governmental act—and conceivably any private act—
which degrades the environment. The drafters of the Illinois provision
seem to have had such an effect in mind when they described the ex-
pression of the constitutional right to a healthful environment as pro-
viding "the vehicle for the individual to prosecute a violator." 42

The right to a decent environment can have other implications. It
might result in a broader definition of what constitutes a nuisance, pri-
ivate or public. Moreover, the existence of a constitutional right could
alter the balancing technique which courts use in nuisance cases to
weigh the social and economic benefits of the defendant's activity
against the harm which that activity is doing to the plaintiff. 43 It is one
thing to balance the value of the complained-of activity against private
harm; it is quite another to make that balancing judgment when a con-
stitutional right is involved, as a host of Supreme Court cases demon-
strates. 44

Citizens' Suits

Many legislative proposals have sought to allow citizens to sue pol-
luters or otherwise to bring environmental suits in the absence of some
traditional interest such as property. Federal statutes give the citizen a
limited right to sue; 45 proposals such as the Hart-McGovern bill would
enlarge that right. 46 Several states, the most notable being Michi-
gan, have enacted citizens' suit statutes. 47 Some states have gone
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42 6TH ILLINOIS CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, GENERAL GOVT' COMM. PROPOSAL No. 16
5 (July 1, 1970). The statement of the right, however, is coupled with an explicit
declaration of the individual's standing to enforce the right, as discussed in the text
of this article. Hence it is not clear what legal effect the Illinois drafters might have
thought the statement of right, standing by itself, would have.

43 For an example of a case in which the court used a "balancing" approach and,
because of the defendant's contribution to the area's economy, refused an injunction,
see Boomer v. Atlantic Cement Co., 53 Misc. 2d 1023, 287 N.Y.S.2d 112 (Sup. Ct.

44 Consider, for example, how the Court will weigh the substantiality of a state's
interest which impinges on free speech even when that impingement is "indirect" or


even farther and have written provisions for citizens' suits into their constitutions. Illinois' constitution, after declaring each person's right to a healthful environment, states that "[e]ach person may enforce this right against any party, governmental or private, through appropriate legal proceedings subject to reasonable limitation and regulation . . . by law." 48 New York's constitution permits a violation of the conservation article to be restrained on the suit of any citizen, with the consent of the Supreme Court, in Appellate Division and on notice to the Attorney General. 49

Tax Advantages to Encourage Conservation

Over several decades, states have experimented with a number of legal devices, sometimes constitutional, sometimes statutory, to encourage the conservation of agricultural, forest, or open space land in private ownership. In addition to such tools as eminent domain, planning, zoning, and the acquisition of scenic easements and development rights, states have experimented with the use of various tax incentives to encourage private property owners to use their property in a manner consistent with such public interests as balanced land use patterns and the preservation of open space land. 50

Since state constitutions often require some form of equality in the assessment and taxation of real property—e.g., that all realty be assessed at fair market value—tax devices for conservation purposes often require constitutional underpinnings. Thus, during the conservation movement in the earlier part of this century, Massachusetts amended its constitution to authorize the legislature to provide such method of taxation for "wild or forest lands" as will develop and conserve forest resources. 51

As people have become more accustomed to the use of the tax structure to pursue a wide range of objectives quite unrelated to traditional purposes of revenue, states have experimented more broadly
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48 ILL. CONST., art. XI, § 2.
49 N.Y. CONST., art. XIV, § 5.
51 MASS. CONST., amend. 41.
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with tax devices to encourage conservation. Typical of such constitutional devices is the provision in the Virginia Constitution of 1971 which authorizes the General Assembly to define and classify agricultural, horticultural, forest, and open space land, to provide for the assessment of such land on the basis of its actual use, and to permit localities to allow relief from or deferral of taxes which otherwise would be payable on such land.62

Experience with tax relief for agricultural and open space land has been chequered. The central problem has been how to give relief which encourages the preservation, in the public interest, of open space land without creating lucrative windfalls for developers and speculators. Scandalous abuses of use assessment schemes have been documented in some states.63 Consequently, commentators have often been critical of tax devices as a means of preserving open space.64 Such criticisms are not necessarily sufficient to refute the need for a constitutional provision permitting the legislature to enact a use assessment system; they are, however, a cautionary note reminding legislators of the great difficulties states have had in framing workable legislation.

The Virginia Constitution

Until the adoption of the Constitution of 1971, Virginia’s Constitution had no article dealing with conservation or the environment. In the Constitution of 1902, the only explicit protection of natural resources appeared in a section which forbade the lease, rental, or sale of the natural oyster beds in Virginia waters; these were to be held in trust for the benefit of the people of the Commonwealth.65

In 1969 the Commission on Constitutional Revision proposed that a conservation article be added to the Constitution “in recognition of the growing awareness that among the fundamental problems which will

62 VA. CONST., art. X, § 2.
63 A study of preferential assessments in Montgomery County, Maryland, in early 1971, revealed, for example, that a 194-acre tract of land zoned for high-rise residential, commercial, and industrial purposes and obviously slated for development was reckoned to be worth about $13 million on the open market but was assessed as farmland and carried on the tax books as being worth $38,000. Washington Post, March 1, 1971, at C1.
64 E.g., J. DELAFONS, LAND-USE CONTROLS IN THE UNITED STATES 80-81 (2d ed. 1969); C. LITTLE, CHALLENGE OF THE LAND 73 (1968).
65 VA. CONST. of 1902, art VII, § 175. The Constitution of 1870, art. X, § 2, prohibited the State from taxing Virginia citizens for the privilege of taking oysters from natural beds.
confront the Commonwealth in coming years will be those of the environment." 66 As framed by the Commission, the conservation article (except for the natural oyster clause, which was carried over intact from the 1902 Constitution) was addressed solely to the General Assembly. Section 1 stated that the Assembly "shall make provision for the conservation, development, and utilization of the natural resources of the Commonwealth." Section 2, in permissive language, authorized the Assembly to undertake the development or utilization of Virginia's lands or natural resources, by the creation of public authorities, or by leases or contracts with federal agencies, other states, units of government in Virginia, or private persons or corporations.67

Conservationists and environmentalists were quick to recognize the limits to the protection afforded by the Commission's proposal. Neither of the first two sections of article XI would have reached the conduct of courts, agencies, or officials. To the extent that section 1 might be thought to enunciate policy, it was addressed solely to the Legislature. In this regard the preceding discussion of the problems of enforcing affirmative mandates placed by a constitution upon a legislative body 68 indicates that, despite section 1's use of mandatory language, the section might have amounted to nothing more than hopeful advice to the General Assembly. By its own terms, section 2 did not purport to place any duty on the Assembly; it merely bestowed the authority to act.

At a joint hearing before the General Laws Committees of the Senate and House of Delegates during the 1969 special session of the General Assembly, various conservation groups voiced their criticisms that the Commission's language did not go far enough to give adequate protection to the environment.69 In response to these and other criticisms and recommendations, the committees rewrote sections 1 and 2, expanding them to essentially their present form.50 With clarifying and other minor amendments, the committee proposal was adopted by

67 Id. at 322-23. Section 2 also freed the Assembly from constitutional limitations on participating for any period of years in the cost of joint undertakings with the Federal Government or with any other state. Section 3 dealt with natural oyster beds. Id. at 323.
68 See text at notes 31-35 supra.
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the General Assembly and became article XI of the Constitution as approved by the people of Virginia in November 1970.

In discussing the approach embodied in the Virginia Constitution's conservation article, it would be well first to note what the article does not do. Some of the emerging patterns of environmental provisions discussed above do occur in the Virginia Constitution; others do not.

To begin with, Virginia's conservation article is not couched in terms of a constitutional right to a decent environment. At the public hearing before the General Laws Committees of the two houses, Delegate Clive DuVal proposed a draft of section 1 that would have declared that the "people have a right to clean air and water and to the use and enjoyment for recreation of adequate public lands, waters, and other natural resources." This language was not adopted by the committees.

Second, there is no language conferring upon citizens a constitutional right to sue polluters or others to prevent degradation of the environment. For such suits legislation would be necessary. However, as discussed below, section 1's statement of public policy bears on questions of standing of citizens to challenge actions of state agencies and officials which are incompatible with such public policy, and the content which section 1 gives to the public trust or to the jus publicum in Virginia carries with it standing for a citizen to sue to protect the public trust.

Third, in contrast to the Revision Commission's proposal and to the environmental provisions of a number of state constitutions, the Virginia conservation article does not purport to direct the General Assembly to enact environmental legislation. Instead, in addition to authorizing certain action by the Assembly, the article turns its attention to a much broader concern: a constitutional statement of public policy which serves to bind state agencies and officials, as well as courts, and which gives meaning and substance to Virginia's public trust in its lands, waters, and other natural resources.

**Execution**

A preliminary concern in evaluating the effect of the conservation article is determining in what respects the article is self-executing. A constitutional provision is self-executing if the duty it imposes may

---


62 See, e.g., statutes cited supra note 40.
be enforced without further legislation. As a formal statement of the public policy of the Commonwealth, section 1 of article XI requires no implementing legislation. As public policy it became effective when the Constitution became operative on July 1, 1971. Section 1's self-executing quality is recognized by section 2 which, in authorizing the Assembly to act, says that legislation is to be "in the furtherance of such policy"—policy already in existence by virtue of section 1. An enunciation of public policy, unlike a rule of conduct laid down by legislation, is not aimed at the private citizen and imposes no duty on him. Rather, it is a mandate for and a restraint on governmental activity. Section 1 of article XI is, thus, self-executing not with regard to the public at large but with regard to those entities which are constitutionally bound by public policy, namely the government, its courts, and its agencies. In addition, article XI is not self-executing with respect to obligating the General Assembly to enact environmental legislation.

The relation between sections 1 and 2—one the substantive, self-executing provision, the other permissive—is a common pattern in constitutional provisions. It is the pattern found, for example, in a number of the amendments to the Federal Constitution, amendments which have a self-executing section and a section empowering Congress to enforce the article "by appropriate legislation." See, e.g., U.S. Const. amend. XIII, §§ 1 & 2, amend. XIV, §§ 1 & 5, amend. XV, §§ 1 & 2, amend. XIX (first and second clauses), amend. XXIII, §§ 1 & 2, amend. XXIV, §§ 1 & 2.

To read section 1 as having no operative effect in the absence of legislation would be inconsistent with the aim of the drafters of the 1971 Constitution to eliminate inoperative provisions from the Constitution. (For examples of sections of the 1902 Constitution deleted on the grounds that they had no legal effect, see Commission Report, supra note 12, at 159, 280). Even section 2, which seems to be permissive only, has substantive effect in two regards: (1) the Assembly's exercise of its legislative authority must be "in furtherance of" the public policy laid down in section 1, and (2) section 2 specifies circumstances in which the Assembly is free of the time limitations on appropriations imposed by article X, section 7, of the Constitution.

Moreover, article XI is to be read in light of the general principle that, unlike the Federal Constitution (which grants power to Congress), state constitutions are documents of limitation. That is, a state legislature enjoys all legislative power which is not denied it by federal law or the state constitution. Mumpower v. Housing Authority, 176 Va. 426, 11 S.E.2d 732 (1940); Strawberry Hill Land Co. v. Starbuck, 124 Va. 71, 77, 80, 97 S.E. 362, 364, 365 (1918). Typically even a constitutional provision which appears to be wholly permissive or declaratory of legislative power operates in conjunction with some other provision which is mandatory or prohibitory. The fundamental concept of a state constitution as a document of limitation underscores the importance of understanding the operation of article XI as limiting the power of government.

It was to this point that Delegate Fidler was speaking in the House debates on article XI when he said that the committee draft was "not a self-executing provision at all; it has to be implemented by action of the General Assembly." In the next sentence Delegate Fidler made the context of his remark clear by pointing to the
Senator Brault, the floor sponsor of Article XI, at the 1969 special session, referred repeatedly to section 1 as a "mandate." And Senator Brault, in opposing an amendment by Senator Howell to add explicit public trust language to article XI, said that the committee's draft of section 1 already accomplished a public trust. The creation of a public trust, of course, has self-executing features enforceable in the courts.

Mandate to Agencies and Officers

Every agency, officer, political subdivision, and instrumentality of the Commonwealth operates under such limitations and guidelines as may be laid down by law, including provisions of the constitution as well as statutory law. Section 1 of Virginia's conservation article makes clear the Commonwealth's public policy toward the environment: to conserve, develop, and utilize natural resources, public lands, and historical sites and buildings, and to protect the atmosphere, lands, and waters from pollution, impairment, or destruction, for the benefit, enjoyment, and general welfare of the people of Virginia. This statement of public policy becomes a mandate directing state agencies, officers, subdivisions, and instrumentalities to consider the impact of proposed actions upon the Commonwealth's atmosphere, lands, waters, and other resources.

Illustrations of "public policy" acting as the standard for administrative conduct or judicial review are many. Familiar, of course, is the well understood concept of a court's refusal to enforce a contract found to be contrary to public policy. More closely analogous to the effect on agency action of constitutional statements of public policy are the many instances when public policy as stated in an agency's own enabling act or in some other statute or constitution is taken to lay down a standard for agency actions.

It is common, especially where major or far-reaching objectives are...
at stake, for Congress to create the standards for agency action by means of a declaration of policy in the statute being enacted. Thus the standards for the delegation of power to the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Interstate Commerce Act of 1940 are contained in the “National Transportation Policy” which precedes it. Even though such a statement of policy by its nature cannot be an explicit set of rules to govern each case, courts recognize the statement to be a self-executing standard by which the Commission is to be guided. Similarly the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 begins with a statement of “policy” which is meant to be operative upon federal agencies.

In addition to the policy laid down in its own enabling legislation, it is well accepted that an agency must, in the proper situation, look to other statements of policy that bear on the matter at hand. As the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals remarked in measuring the responsibility of the Corps of Engineers to consider conservation policies of other statutes before issuing a dredge and fill permit, “Governmental agencies in executing a particular statutory responsibility ordinarily are required to take heed of, sometimes effectuate and other times not thwart other valid statutory governmental policies.”

Similarly, the Supreme Court has held that the ICC is not free to confine its attention solely to the National Transportation Policy, the Commission’s immediate and specific guide, but must take into account also the policies of the antitrust laws. It does not matter that the Commission “has no power to enforce the Sherman Act as such”; where the Commission, in carrying out its own mandate, is faced with overlapping or even inconsistent policies embedded in other legislation “enacted at different times and with different problems in view,” it cannot ignore the latter but must reconcile the different statutes.

Similarly the Federal Power Commission, though again not entrusted with the enforcement of the antitrust laws, must give the declared antitrust policy full weight in the Commission’s decisions:

Thus, if it appears that Texas Eastern’s project would tend to produce monopolization of a petroleum products market, the Commission can-

---

73 Zabel v. Tabb, 430 F.2d 199, 209 (5th Cir. 1970).
not ignore that fact merely because it is an antitrust factor and such factors have been placed within the ken of the Attorney General. That he is specially competent as to the antitrust laws does not make all other officers or agencies of the Government incompetent . . . . Although the Commission has no power to enjoin conduct as illegal under the Sherman Act or even to declare such illegality, it certainly has the right to consider a congressional expression of fundamental national policy as bearing upon the question whether a particular certificate is required by the public convenience and necessity.76

The Supreme Court of Virginia has also applied the principle that an agency may be obliged to consider public policy that is not explicitly dealt with in the statutes conferring powers or duties on that agency. For example, although the statute giving the State Corporation Commission the power to approve or disapprove forms for insurance policies makes no reference to the State's antitrust laws, the Supreme Court of Virginia has upheld the Commission in disapproving a Blue Cross drug plan on the ground that it involved a violation of the antitrust laws.77 In that case there was sufficient basis for the Commission's action in the statute's quite unspecific language that the Commission could disapprove forms which did "not comply with the requirements of the laws of this State."

It is most clear that a Virginia agency must observe the mandate of section 1 where the relevant enabling legislation requires the agency to consider the "public interest," "public convenience and necessity," or some like standard before acting.78 By its own terms, section 1 lays down public policy for the "general welfare of the people of the Com-

76 City of Pittsburgh v. FPC, 237 F.2d 741, 754 (D.C. Cir. 1956). See also National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 223-24 (1943) (FCC-antitrust). The consideration of antitrust policy in regulatory agency decision-making is accepted to the extent that Richard Posner, professor of law at the University of Chicago, has recently suggested that the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department allocate more of its resources to arguing before agencies against those industry practices which violate antitrust policy. See Posner, A Program for the Antitrust Division, 38 U. Chi. L. Rev. 500, 530 (1971).


78 VA. CODE ANN. § 5.1-98 (Supp. 1971) (licensing air carriers); id. § 10.21.1 (1964) (discontinuance of state parks); id. § 15.1-486 (Supp. 1971) (zoning by city or county boards); Utility Facilities Act, id. § 56-265.3 (1969) (licensing development of public utility services); id. § 56-281.1 (1969) (licensing motor vehicle carrier operation on interstate highway system); § 62.1-88 (1968) (licensing construction of hydroelectric dams).
An agency's action cannot therefore be in the "public interest" if no attention has been given, where relevant, to environmental consequences of the action.  

Not all statutes, however, use explicit language such as "public interest" or a like standard as an admonitory cue for agency action. But it is implicit in the character of public agencies that they are to act in the public interest and, in particular, that their acts are to be compatible with public policy as ordained by the Constitution. Even the State Corporation Commission, the only regulatory body created by the Constitution itself, is directed to exercise its powers "[s]ubject to the provisions of this Constitution." 

An agency must consider a range of public interests broader than the segment of the public which the agency serves or regulates. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, in holding that environmental impact was to be considered as an element of "public interest" in licensing proceedings before the Civil Aeronautics Board considering a proposed helicopter service, stated, "No agency entrusted with determinations of public convenience and necessity is an island . . . . Its decisions affect not only its primary interest groups but also the general public at large." In a similar vein, the Supreme Court of Virginia

79 For example, section 1 is to be read into the statute which authorizes the Governor to direct the discontinuance of any state parks when, in his judgment, the public interest so requires. VA. CODE ANN. § 10-21.1 (1964). Similarly, when a locality exercises the power given it to zone property to promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the public, VA. CODE ANN. §§ 15.1-486, -489 (Supp. 1970), that general welfare must be taken to include, not only such objectives as economic development, but also the environmental postulate of section 1. 

80 These may be divided into two classes; those in which no guidelines for agency determination are given—e.g., VA. CODE ANN. § 2.1-6 (Supp. 1971) (authorizing state departments to grant rights of way to public service companies with approval of the Governor); id. §§ 33.1-12(1), -18 (1970) (location of highway routes); id. § 37.1-11 (1970) (selection of sites for state hospitals); id. § 45.1-166 (1967) (licensing of strip-mining operations)—and those in which various factors for consideration are set out, but neither environmental interests nor "the public interest" are mentioned. See, e.g., id. § 2.1-64.8 (1966): The Virginia Industrial Building Authority is required to consider business prosperity and economic welfare of the state as criteria for making industrial loans. Id. § 5.1-8 (1966): The State Corporation Commission, in licensing the operation of commercial airports, is only required to consider safety factors.

81 VA. CONST., art. IX, § 2. 

82 Palisades Citizens' Ass'n, Inc. v. CAB, 420 F.2d 188, 191 (D.C. Cir. 1969). But see New Hampshire v. AEC, 406 F.2d 170, 173 (1st Cir. 1969), which held that the standards of public health and safety in the Atomic Energy Act, although not limited by the Act itself, were limited by its legislative history only to considerations of radiation hazards; thus, environmental concerns could not be considered in the licensing of nuclear power plants. The enactment of the National Environmental
ruled that the State Corporation Commission, in considering an application by a common carrier, could not restrict its attention to the interests of that portion of the public living only along the route sought to be served. "The convenience and necessity of the entire public affected by the proposed [project] should be considered." 88

Section 1 does not tell an agency how to choose between conflicting factors such as economic development versus environmental impact. But it does require that, along with whatever factors (economic or otherwise) which by statute bear on an agency's decision, the agency must examine and weigh environmental consequences. Moreover, the agency must do so conscious of the fact that it is no ordinary statute, but the Commonwealth's fundamental law, which declares public policy as to natural resources and environmental amenities.

As section 1 first became effective in July 1971, there is no body of Virginia case law laying down guidelines for agencies, officials, and other bodies to follow in honoring the section's mandate.84 Useful precedents may be found, however, in cases, most of which interpret federal statutes, where courts have fashioned rules for an agency to follow in taking environmental impact into account in the performance of its duty.

To begin with, section 1 places an affirmative duty on an agency to inquire into the environmental consequences of proposed actions. In Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. FPC,85 plaintiffs challenged

Policy Act of 1969 has, of course, enlarged the environmental impact which the AEC must take into consideration. See Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Comm., Inc. v. AEC, F.2d (D.C. Cir. 1971).


84 After this law review article had been written, the Attorney General of Virginia rendered an opinion that the State's Water Control Law is to be construed and applied in light of article XI. The City of Richmond had proposed to use part of the historic James River and Kanawha Canal as a basin for retention and treatment of storm water overflows. Members of the public objected and sought a public hearing. The State Water Control Board enquired whether the scope of such a heading should be restricted to water quality or could extend to the historical values involved. The relevant statute, Va. Code Ann. §§ 62.1-44.2, 62.1-44.5, spoke of protecting water quality and reasonable uses of state waters but did not make express reference to preserving historic sites. The Attorney General ruled that the statute must be read in light of article XI and that therefore the question of what was a "reasonable and beneficial public use" of state waters included the "conservation, utilization and development of the Canal as an historical site." Opinion of Atty. Gen. Andrew P. Miller to A. H. Paessler, Exec. Secy, State Water Control Board, January 11, 1972.
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a Federal Power Commission order granting a license to the Consolidated Edison Company for construction of a pumped storage reservoir power project at Storm King Mountain on the Hudson River, an area of great natural beauty. Plaintiffs complained that the Commission had rejected their request to submit evidence on the feasibility of a gas turbine project which would make the Storm King plan unnecessary and that the Commission had failed to consider the feasibility of underground transmission lines. The Federal Power Act, in language far less specific than section 1, requires the FPC to determine whether a proposed project is "best adapted to a comprehensive plan for improving or developing a waterway or waterways for the use or benefit of interstate or foreign commerce, for the improvement and utilization of water power development, and for other beneficial public uses, including recreational purposes." The United States Court of Appeals held that "recreational purposes" includes environmental and aesthetic considerations, and the Court reversed the Commission's licensing order because of the Commission's failure to delve into alternatives such as those posed by plaintiffs. Said the Court, "The Commission has an affirmative duty to inquire into and consider all relevant facts."  

In light of article XI's statement of public policy, the decision-maker is not entitled to weigh alternatives solely in economic terms, though cost will of course be a major factor. Environmental impact must be taken into account. Suggestive is a New Jersey decision involving the effort of a gas transmission company to condemn for pipeline purposes privately owned land maintained as a wildlife preserve. The Supreme Court of New Jersey ruled that existence of an alternative route which would avoid damage to the wildlife preserve was, along with the cost of various routes, material to deciding whether the condemnor's decision should be held to be arbitrary. "The public service," observed the court, "... cannot be evaluated adequately only in dollars and cents." The court added that although it might not have the authority to command the alternative, this did not preclude rejection of the original proposal.  

Among the alternatives to be considered is that no project at all be undertaken. The United States Supreme Court made this clear in *Udall*  

---

87 354 F.2d at 620.  
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which involved a challenge to the Commission's licensing of an electric power project on the Snake River. As the Court put it, "We cannot assume that the [Federal Power] Act commands the immediate construction of as many projects as possible." 90

Moreover, fidelity to section 1's mandate requires evaluation of the long-range, as well as short-range, environmental effects of a project. This concept is illustrated by Citizens' Committee for the Hudson Valley v. Volpe, 91 involving the Department of Transportation Act, which contains a conservation statement similar to that in article XI, section 1. 92 In that case plaintiffs challenged the issuance by the Army Corps of Engineers of a permit to New York State to fill a portion of the Hudson River as part of a highway project. Plaintiffs argued that the fill would constitute a "causeway" and therefore under the Act require the Corps to get the consent of the Secretary of Transportation before issuing the permit. The court ruled that the fill was not a causeway; however, the court observed that a subsequent stage in the work would involve a causeway farther along the highway. If the Secretary's approval for the causeway was not sought until the fill had been undertaken, millions of dollars would have been spent and the Secretary would be faced with a fait accompli. Such a "piecemeal approach," the court believed, would frustrate the purpose of the Act to conserve natural resources. 93

The impact of section 1's statement of a public policy toward environmental quality is not confined to requiring an agency to do more than it might otherwise do; such a constitutional declaration gives additional backing to the actions of agencies whose statutory mandate it is to police the environment, such as the Water Control Board and the Air Pollution Control Board. The special place that the Constitution now gives to environmental quality among the values which guide public action will be relevant in defending an agency's action against the charge, say by one who is ordered to conform to anti-pollution stand-

89 387 U.S. 428 (1967).
90 387 U.S. at 449.
92 It is hereby declared to be the national policy that special effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites. 49 U.S.C. § 1651(b)(2) (1970).
93 302 F. Supp. at 1090. Similarly, the Scenic Hudson court required that "[t]he totality of a project's immediate and long-range effects" be considered in a licensing proceeding. 354 F.2d at 620.
ards promulgated by an agency, that the agency has acted too vigorously or imposed standards which are too stringent. For example, a court reviewing a challenge to standards promulgated by the Water Control Board on the ground that the standards are "unreasonable, arbitrary, capricious, and not in the public interest," must consider article XI's declaration of public policy as bearing heavily upon the question of reasonableness.

While duties of decision-makers to take environmental consequences into effect may be drawn in general terms from article XI, the constitutional provision is not on the order of an environmental statute; such as the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. That statute mandates specific procedures to be followed, notably the requirement that a federal agency proposing a major action with significant environmental impact must issue an environmental impact statement under section 102 (2) (C) of the Act, must obtain comments from other agencies, and must make its impact statement and the comments public. By contrast, article XI simply declares public policy; it does not specify particular procedural mechanisms by which that policy is to be achieved. As is so common with the judicial enforcement of constitutional provisions, a court faced with an article XI case would have to fashion a remedy appropriate to that particular case. As indicated above, the thrust of such a remedy would be to disclose and articulate the process which resulted in the governmental decision, including the efforts for ascertainment and measurement of environmental impact and the assessment of alternatives. If it is thought desirable to require as a matter of course specific procedural mechanisms, such as an environmental impact statement, legislation would be necessary, since the remedy to be implied under article XI will turn on the court's view of the circumstances and so may vary from one situation to another.

Judicial Review

By requiring agencies to consider environmental factors, section 1 of

---

95 Va. Code Ann. § 62.1-44.2 (Supp. 1971) declares that it shall be the policy of the Commonwealth to "reduce existing pollution, in order to provide for the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of the Commonwealth." Article XI should go a long way toward undermining the judicial interpretation, heavily weighted toward economic factors, of the equivalent language in the former version of the Water Control Law in American Cyanimid Co. v. Commonwealth, 187 Va. 831, 839-40, 48 S.E. 279, 284 (1948).
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article XI provides a significant basis for judicial review of agency actions.98 This is not to say that section 1 creates for courts new power to substitute their judgment for that of the agency,99 nor does section 1 affect the presumption of reasonableness and validity which attaches to an agency's exercise of discretion.100 Rather, the section adds environmental factors to the judicially-enforceable checklist of considerations that agencies must include in their decision-making processes.101 Thus, an agency's action taken without consideration of the relevant environmental impact may be reversed and remanded.102 However, if the court makes the initial determination that the agency has in fact considered environmental impact, then the scope of the court's power of review is the same as it was before article XI was adopted.

To insure that courts can accurately determine what factors agencies have considered, agencies must provide adequate records of their determination proceedings. Courts, in enforcing statutorily required environmental considerations, have encouraged the provision of such records by presuming that relevant factors not reflected in the record were not considered by the agency.103

Section 1 also bears on the burden of proof in reviewing agency actions. In Virginia, a consequence of the presumption of the validity of an agency decision is that the burden of showing grounds for the court to overturn such a decision is placed upon the one who challenges

---


99 The general rule is that such matters are unreviewable unless some abuse of discretion can be found. Board of Zoning Appeals v. Fowler, 201 Va. 942, 114 S.E.2d 753 (1960); Board of Zoning Appeals v. Combs, 200 Va. 471, 106 S.E.2d 755 (1959).

100 See Atlantic Greyhound Corp. v. Commonwealth, 196 Va. 183, 83 S.2d 379 (1954), dealing with the rule of presumptive correctness of agency determination as applied to the State Corporation Commission by Const. of 1902, § 156(f).

101 Where, as here, a regulatory agency has ignored factors which are relevant to the public interest, the scope of judicial review is sufficiently broad to order their consideration. These limits are not to be confused with the narrower ones governing review of an agency's conclusions reached upon proper consideration of relevant factors.


103 Udall v. FPC, 387 U.S. 428, 439, 449-50 (1967); Scenic Hudson Preservation Conf.
In applying this rule, however, the Supreme Court of Virginia looks to the record of the agency proceedings to see whether the presumption is warranted in a particular case. When the record reveals the arbitrary nature of an agency decision, the court will not hesitate to overrule that decision. In cases where the record fails to disclose evidence that an agency considered the constitutionally required environmental policy, the court should rule that the challenger has met the initial burden of showing arbitrary or unconstitutional action. The agency, of course, could rebut by presentation of further evidence at trial. Such shifting of the burden of going forward with the evidence would not undercut the presumptive validity of agency actions where the relevant factors have been considered; it would simply give effect to section 1 by requiring the agency to make out an adequate record for purposes of review.

**Public Trust and Restraints on Governmental Action**

The potential extent of negative enforcement of article XI is most readily understood in terms of the well-established doctrine of public trust. Down through the years in England and America courts have developed a body of public trust law founded on the proposition that there are some kinds of property, such as navigable waters, which the state holds in trust for the people generally and therefore there are some rights, such as rights of navigation, which even the Legislature cannot destroy or give away. The leading case is *Illinois Central* v. FPC, 354 F.2d 608, 612 (2d Cir. 1965), *cert. denied*, 384 U.S. 941 (1966). Cf. VA. CODE ANN. § 9-6.2 (1950), which provides that for an order in a contested case to be valid, it must be "reduced to writing and contain the explicit findings of fact and conclusions of law upon which the decision of the agency is based... ."

---

107 See Sax, *The Public Trust Doctrine in Natural Resource Law: Effective Judicial Intervention*, 68 MICH. L. REV. 471 (1970); Bernard S. Cohen, "The Constitution, The Public Trust Doctrine, And The Environment," 1970 UTAH L. REV. 388. Illustrative of the kinds of state property or natural resources which may be encompassed by the public trust doctrine are tidelands, navigable waters, and parklands. And suggestive of the variety of public interests which may be conceived as being at stake is a law review note cataloguing ten categories of interests in tidal areas alone which at one time or another have been claimed to be protected under the public trust. These include navigation, free passage, commerce, fishing, sand and stones, seaweed
R.R. v. Illinois,\(^{108}\) in which the Supreme Court upheld the repeal by the Illinois Legislature of an earlier grant made to the Illinois Central Railroad of approximately 1,000 acres of submerged land in Chicago harbor, extending a mile into Lake Michigan. The Court reasoned that the State held the underwater property in trust for the people of Illinois and so could not, consistent with that trust, abdicate control of the entire harbor to a private interest in negation of the public use of that property.

Although section 1 does not use the specific words "public trust,"\(^{109}\) it nevertheless establishes such a trust. During the 1969 special session, Senator Howell proposed that language be added to the conservation article stating that the "open lands and waters" owned by the Commonwealth were to be held in trust for the benefit of the people of the Commonwealth and could not be leased, rented, or sold except by act of the General Assembly.\(^{110}\) Senator Brault, the floor sponsor of the conservation article in the Senate, opposed the amendment on the ground that the committee's version of section 1 made the amendment proposed by Senator Howell unnecessary. Quoting the language of section 1, Senator Brault concluded, "[t]hat is certainly holding public lands and waters in trust."\(^{111}\) After objections by other senators,\(^{112}\) the Howell amendment was rejected.\(^{113}\)


\(^{108}\) 146 U.S. 387 (1892).

\(^{109}\) The only explicit public trust language appears in section 3. See note 55 *supra* and accompanying text.

\(^{110}\) *Senate Debates*, p. 375.

\(^{111}\) We are certainly in agreement with what the amendment proposed by Senator Howell says. But we think that Section 1 of the proposed Article XI says just exactly that, "it shall be the policy of the Commonwealth to conserve, develop, and utilize its natural resources, its public lands," and so on. And then it goes on, "for the benefit, enjoyment, and general welfare of the people of the Commonwealth." That is certainly holding public lands and waters in trust. We do not believe that the public lands and waters of the Commonwealth can be disposed of except by an act of the General Assembly, so we do not believe that this proposal of Senator Howell accomplishes anything.

\(^{112}\) *Id.*, p. 377 (Brault).

Likewise the House General Laws Committee, in reporting that committees' version of Article XI to the floor of the House, described in the comparable language of "benefit" the public trust enunciated by section 1: "The final clause of Section 1 is intended to make clear that the conservation, development or utilization of the natural resources, public lands, and historical sites of the Commonwealth, and the protection of its atmosphere, lands, and waters must be for the benefit of the people of the Commonwealth." Report of House General Laws Committee Setting Forth Committee
The public trust doctrine as it exists in Virginia is concerned with the power of the Legislature or other governmental bodies to alienate certain rights of the public. At English common law, there were two aspects of the King's ownership of the lands and waters of the realm. The King as proprietor could convey his domain as could any private owner. The King as sovereign, however, was bound to use his lands and waters consistently with the public interest. Thus where rivers, tidal waters, or their beds were concerned, this interest included public rights of navigation, travel, and fishing. Although the King as proprietor could convey a river bed, the public could not be deprived of the right to fish in or navigate upon the waters. These rights the King held in trust for the people. His interests as proprietor were deemed the *jus privatum*, his sovereign interests the *jus publicum*. Although the King could convey the *jus privatum*, the *jus publicum* could never be alienated.\(^4\)

Virginia's version of the public trust doctrine is based on this same distinction.\(^5\) The leading case defining the inalienable rights incident to the *jus publicum* is *Commonwealth v. Newport News*.\(^6\) In that case the City of Newport News, pursuant to legislation enacted by the General Assembly, was discharging raw sewage into a tributary of Hampton Roads. The Commonwealth brought suit to halt this discharge and to enjoin construction of yet another sewage line by the city, charging that the pollution had destroyed the rights of fishing and bathing in the affected waters. The Commonwealth invoked the public trust doctrine, but the court ruled that the rights of fishing and bathing advanced by the Commonwealth were not protected by the public trust doctrine and therefore no injunction lay.

The court expressly recognized as valid in Virginia the traditional

---


\(^2\) Some senators objected to the burden which would be placed upon the General Assembly if that body were obliged to act every time public waters were interfered with in any way, for example, by a riparian owner's construction of a pier. *Id.* at 376 (Echols), 377 (Campbell), 377-78 (Fears).

\(^3\) *Id.* at 378.


\(^5\) The British Common law continues to be in effect in the Commonwealth where not repugnant to the constitution, and except as altered by the General Assembly. *Va. Code Ann.* § 1-10 (1950).

\(^6\) *158 Va. 521*, 164 S.E. 689 (1932).
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distinction between *jus publicum* and *jus privatum*. While the State could dispose of the *jus privatum* in any way it saw fit,

The *jus publicum* and all rights of the people, which are by their nature inherent or inseparable incidents thereof, are incidents of the sovereignty of the State. Therefore by reason of the object and purposes for which it was ordained, the Constitution impliedly denies to the legislature the power to relinquish, surrender, or destroy, or substantially impair the *jus publicum*. . . .

But the court held that the right of the public to use the tidal waters for fishing and bathing was an incident of the *jus privatum*. It based its holding on the view that the rights asserted were essentially private in nature, enjoyed individually rather than collectively.

The breadth of the *jus publicum* changes with time and with the evolving values which society places on certain activities. Fishing, once an important right at British common law as well as in much American public trust decisional law, was not viewed by the Virginia court in 1934 as having that fundamental "public" character. By contrast, the same court believed "there is much more reason" for holding the right of navigation to be grounded in the *jus publicum* because of the relation it bears to the right to move freely from place to place.

There are other instances in Virginia case law in which certain rights or uses have been elevated to the status of *jus publicum* and the power of the Legislature to curtail such uses has been limited by the court. For example, in an era when the water-driven mill was important to the economy of Virginia, the court overturned a state statute which would have required several mills to cease operation because of their effect upon navigation of small rivers. The *Newport News* court followed the lead of several earlier Virginia decisions in declaring the right of sewage disposal an incident of the *jus publicum*.

Section 1 of article XI, by proclaiming Virginia's public policy on the environment, makes the protection of the Commonwealth's natural

---

117 Id. at 546, 164 S.E. at 697.
118 Id. at 551, 164 S.E. at 698.
120 158 Va. at 550, 164 S.E. at 698.
123 158 Va. at 554, 164 S.E.2d at 699.
resources, public lands, and historical sites part of the *jus publicum* in Virginia. The language of the section underscores the public nature of the environmental objectives involved. Under the doctrine of *Newport News*, the legislature is bound to observe the public's interest in those rights found to be part of the *jus publicum*:

The legislature may not by the transfer, in whole or in part, of the proprietary rights of the State in its lands and waters relinquish, surrender, alienate, destroy, or substantially impair the exercise of the *jus publicum*. Or, to state it differently, the legislature may not make a grant of a proprietary right in or authorize, or permit the use of, the public domain, including the tidal waters and their bottoms, except subject to the *jus publicum*.\(^{124}\)

There is a more direct way to state the relation between the court's reasoning in *Newport News* and the public trust effected by the Virginia Constitution. In *Newport News* the Court said:

Both clarity of thinking and correctness of conclusion will be promoted by coming directly to the real question, which is, has the State Legislature the power to take away, destroy, or substantially impair the use by the people of tidal waters or their bottoms for the purpose under consideration? This question must in turn be determined by these two questions: (1) Does the State Constitution expressly or impliedly give or guarantee to the people the right to use them for such purposes? If so, it impliedly denies to the Legislature the power to take away, destroy, or substantially impair such right. (2) Does the State Constitution expressly or impliedly deny to the Legislature the power to take away, destroy, or substantially impair the use thereof by the people for such purposes, If so, it impliedly gives and guarantees to the people the right to use them for such purposes. The whole question resolves itself into a question of the construction of the State Constitution.\(^{125}\)

The 1971 Virginia Constitution answers these questions in favor of the people. As Senator Brault made clear on the floor of the Senate, section 1's language is to be read as effecting a public trust in Virginia's natural resources and public lands. Moreover, section 2 reinforces the public trust created in section 1 by providing that the General Assem-

\(^{124}\) *Id.* at 547, 164 S.E. at 697.

\(^{125}\) *Id.* at 544-45, 164 S.E. at 696.
bly's legislation touching conservation and development of natural resources shall be "in the furtherance of such policy." Thus the power conferred upon the Assembly is to be construed as authorizing measures which promote, rather than thwart, such public policy. As the U.S. Supreme Court observed in the National Prohibition Cases, the second section of the Eighteenth Amendment (giving Congress and the states concurrent power "to enforce this article by appropriate legislation") "does not enable Congress or the several States to defeat or thwart the prohibition, but only to enforce it by appropriate means."

There is a body of American case law to which the Virginia courts can look in applying the public trust aspects of article XI. Courts have not used the doctrine to impose a general prohibition on the disposition of trust properties; rather, courts have fashioned devices such as restrictive interpretation of grants affecting such properties. This is not the place to attempt a full exposition of the public trust doctrine; a few illustrations will suffice to suggest the uses to which the doctrine has been put in other states.

(1) In the leading public trust case, Illinois Central R.R. v. Illinois, the court held that a state may not divest itself of authority to govern the whole of an area in which it has responsibility to exercise its police power, as the legislature in that case had done by abdicating its authority over navigation.

(2) Courts applying the doctrine look with skepticism on governmental action which reallocates public resources to more restricted uses, yields state authority over those resources, or subjects public uses to private interests or profits. Although a court is not likely to place an outright ban on legislative power to dispose of the public trust, it may devise a presumption that a state does not ordinarily intend to divest normal public uses of public trust property.

(3) A court may put the burden on a government agency to show

---

126 253 U.S. 350, 386-87 (1920).


128 146 U.S. 387 (1892).

129 Gould v. Greylock Reservation Comm'n, 350 Mass. 410, 215 N.E.2d 114 (1966) (invalidation of state lease of parkland to skilift corporation). Cf. the rule, which obtains in Virginia as in other jurisdictions, that when private property is being condemned, the question whether the use for which it is taken is a "public use" is a judicial question. See Inlet Auth. v. Bastian, 206 Va. 906, 909, 147 S.E.2d 131, 134 (1966) and cases there cited.

(5) Courts may use the doctrine to disallow the delegation by the legislature of certain types of power to other bodies.\footnote{Muench v. Public Service Comm'n, 261 Wis. 492, 53 N.W.2d 514, \textit{rehearing}, 261 Wis. 515c, 55 N.W.2d 40 (1952).}

Courts show an obvious reluctance to limit the legislature's ultimate power to act in derogation of the public trust, though the cases reveal judicial willingness to use such devices as the strict construction of statutes dealing with the public trust. Moreover, courts are properly reluctant to substitute their own judgment for a legislative determination on the proper balance between the public uses encompassed by the public trust and other public interests. But the devices, such as those described above, employed in the public trust cases can be useful in shifting decisions affecting the public trust to more visible and responsible forums, notably the legislature itself, and in requiring that actions taken touching the public trust be taken in such a way as to focus critical attention upon the implications for the public trust.

\textit{Standing}

One critical question is left unanswered by article XI: what is the role of private citizens in enforcing the constitutionally guaranteed environmental protection? The Commonwealth's courts in adjudicating suits to enforce the guarantee, will have to rule on the threshold question of whether or not various plaintiffs have standing to sue to enforce the public rights and administrative duties implicit in article XI.

In Virginia citizens have several methods by which to seek judicial review of actions taken by a public body. The enabling legislation of some administrative agencies sets out the procedures and requirements...
for obtaining review. In other instances, one may resort to the General Administrative Agencies Act. Generally under these statutes a citizen challenging an agency's action must show that he is "aggrieved" by that action.

Virginia cases reveal that the concept of being "aggrieved" is dynamic, responding to the continued evolution of notions of standing. At one time or another Virginia courts, typically in the context of taxpayers' suits, have equated "aggrieved" with a finding of an injury "peculiar" to the petitioner, or with a "direct injury." More recent cases take a more generous view of the question of standing. For example, a taxpayer may sue to prevent unauthorized government expenditure even though the individual taxpayer's proportionate monetary stake in the expenditure might be very small.

Notions of standing vary with the context of the case. Thus, in answering standing questions, courts should consider the purposes of article XI and the interests meant to be protected. Recent court decisions dealing with standing under statutes similar to the Virginia statutes discussed above have held that groups exhibiting a greater concern for environmental protection than the general citizenry are "aggrieved" within the meaning of the statutory language where they seek to challenge agency action on environmental grounds. Where courts have discerned from the language of a statute a public interest in environmental protection, they have reasoned that this interest may best be served by allowing review by "those who by their activities and conduct have exhibited a special interest in such areas."
A more direct approach is the "injury in fact" test articulated by the United States Supreme Court. The Court has granted standing to plaintiffs who could allege that the challenged action has caused "injury in fact, economic or otherwise," and that the interest sought to be protected is "arguably within the zone of interests to be protected or regulated by the statute or constitutional guarantee in question."\(^{141}\) Article XI of the Virginia Constitution creates such a "zone of interest" embracing the citizens' interest in environmental protection and historic preservation.\(^{142}\) As the Supreme Court of Illinois said in a suit grounded upon a public trust argument:

If the "public trust" doctrine is to have any meaning or vitality at all, the members of the public, at least taxpayers who are the beneficiaries of that trust, must have the right and standing to enforce it. To tell them they must wait upon governmental action is often an effectual denial of the right for all time.\(^{143}\)

Where public interests are at stake, it is natural to interpret language such as "person aggrieved" to give standing to those who would vindicate those public interests.\(^{144}\) Thus the United States Supreme Court construed "person aggrieved" in the Communications Act to include a competitor of the party seeking a radio license even though the Act was not aimed at controlling competition.\(^{145}\) The Court reasoned that competitors would be the most likely to have sufficient interest to bring errors of law to the attention of the appellate court. More recently, Judge (now Chief Justice) Burger held that a listener group which had suffered no economic or competitive injury had standing to challenge


\(^{144}\) This entails rejecting the "non sequitur that where all are the intended beneficiaries of an interest, none has standing to protect it." Hanks & Hanks, An Environmental Bill of Rights: The Citizen Suit, and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 24 Rutgers L. Rev. 230, 248 (1970).

\(^{145}\) FCC v. Sanders Radio Station, 309 U.S. 470 (1940).
the renewal of a license by the FCC. In each such case the rationale was, as Judge Burger put it, "to vindicate the broad public interest relating to a licensee's performance of the public trust inherent in every license." 

Relevant statutes governing review of agency actions vary in their specific language. In addition to those which use the language of person "aggrieved," there are statutes which require that a person seeking review be a "party" to agency action or an "owner." But in every case the statutory language is to be read in light of the public interest declared in article XI so that rules of standing will be fashioned and applied in such a way as to vindicate that interest.

A challenge to agency rule-making, as distinguished from adversary proceedings, would likewise bring into play the public policy declared in article XI. For example, where the challenge is brought under Virginia's General Administrative Agencies Act, the standing question of who is a "person who might be adversely affected" by the enforcement of the rule must be resolved in light of article XI's mandate.

Another avenue of access to the courts is through a writ of mandamus. Many states allow plaintiffs suing merely as citizens, without sufficient title or interest to prevail in their own right, to secure relief through similar writs. Virginia has never specifically allowed such actions. In mandamus cases the Supreme Court of Virginia regularly states three requirements which a plaintiff must meet: there must be a "clear legal right" in the plaintiff to the action sought, there must be a "clear duty" in the public body to take that action, and the act to be performed must be "ministerial," that is, not within the discretion of the public body. The controlling factor in such cases is characteristically

147 359 F.2d at 1006.
148 E.g., VA. CODE ANN. § 12-63 (1964).
149 E.g., Id. §§ 10-17.23:1, 62.1-44.29 (Supp. 1971) (state air and water pollution control laws).
153 Professor Jaffe seems undecided about Virginia's status where citizen mandamus is concerned; Virginia does not appear on either of his lists. Ibid.
154 See, e.g., Stroobants v. Fugate, 209 Va. 275, 163 S.E.2d 192 (1968); Legum v. Harris, 205 Va. 99, 135 S.E.2d 125 (1964); Richmond-Greyhound Lines v. Davis,
the factor of agency discretion. For example, in *Board of Education v. Carwile*,$^{155}$ plaintiff sought to compel the Board to remove certain names from its list of those eligible to be superintendent of schools. The court did not indicate that plaintiff had any interest in the matter other than as representative of the public. Instead, the court focused exclusively on the Board's discretion to set qualifications of local school superintendents. Finding such discretion, the court denied the writ.$^{156}$ In effect the court seems to be saying that where agency discretion is present, the clear legal right and corresponding duty do not exist. By parity of reasoning, where discretion does not exist, the other two factors are present.

Under article XI, it is no longer within the discretion of a public body to act without considering the effect of that action upon natural or historical resources. In other words, article XI creates a "clear legal right" in the public to have its natural and historical resources protected as well as a corresponding duty for government bodies.

Conferring standing on members of the public to challenge agency actions as conflicting with the interests protected by article XI does not absolve agencies and officers of their decision-making duty and responsibility. The availability of judicial review does not, for example, undercut the doctrine of primary jurisdiction and the requirement of the exhaustion of administrative remedies.$^{157}$ Agencies and officers will continue to exercise their expertise, and courts will respect that expertise. Nevertheless, article XI of Virginia's constitution provides the means to insure that, as government agencies make decisions, they give full due to the public interest accorded constitutional status by that article.

---

A theme Thomas Jefferson often developed, and one which he explicitly applied to the revision of constitutions, was: "The earth belongs always to the living generation."$^{158}$ He meant, of course, that while the

---

$^{200}$ Va. 147, 104 S.E.2d 813 (1958). The cases also note that mandamus is an extraordinary writ, granted only when no other remedy is available.
$^{155}$ 169 Va. 663, 194 S.E. 855 (1938).
$^{156}$ Similarly, see Richmond Greyhound Lines v. Davis, 200 Va. 147, 104 S.E.2d 813 (1958).
$^{158}$ Letter to James Madison, Sept. 6, 1789, in 15 Jefferson Papers 395-96 (Boyd ed.). For Madison's development of the idea, see his letter to Jefferson, Feb. 4, 1790, in 16 id. at 146-54.
present generation of men may venerate the wisdom of their forebears they must adapt that heritage to the needs of their own time. Had Jefferson lived in this time of environmental concern, he might have amended his adage to say, “The earth belongs always to the living generation—and to generations unborn.” This would recognize the fiduciary obligation which those who today inhabit the earth owe to those who will come after.

From this perspective, it is fitting that revisors of state constitutions—documents less evanescent than statutes and therefore more likely to reflect evolving fundamental values—so often place environmental quality alongside the precepts of the original framers. Virginia’s new Constitution is an example of this trend, and what has been said in this article about Virginia’s Constitution has broader application.

The constitution and laws of each state will, of course, have their own peculiarities; but they have much in common. The preceding discussion of the Virginia Constitution suggests that those who pursue legal solutions to environmental problems might make better and fuller use of their state constitutions—a sometimes overlooked, but potentially significant, weapon in the environmental armory.

A constitution, whether state or national, is the ultimate repository of a people’s considered judgment about basic matters of public policy. When the framers of a constitution elevate environmental quality to the stature of a constitutional postulate, then officials, courts, and citizens alike should repair to that standard.